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INTRODUCTION 
 

Blitz Institute of Creative Arts began its operation in 2005 and since then actively 
working to spread training of designing. BICA is trendsetting institute in the field of designing. It 
near learn to fulfill the twin objectives of promoting designing awareness & meet the growing need 
in the industry for trained professionals.  

Joining BICA is likely to be one of the most significant decisions you will make. It will 
affect your attitude, your thinking, your development and 
most importantly, the direction of your career.  

BICA provides the most relevant, specialized, 
professional education available to students seeking 
careers in the designing. We teach our students both the 

practical and theoretical sides if how to continue 
learning; the key to success. At BICA, Students learn 
from an exceptional faculty, who are more than 

instructors; they are committed professionals in their 
fields. Our students hear from industry leaders who visit 
BICA to share their experience & offer advice. They 
interact with like-minded people who share similar goals 

and dreams. 
 

BICA is more like a rainbow, whichever angle 
you look at it there is a different advantage. It is for those 
who dream of joining the fascinating fashionable world 
& for those who wish to be to become fashionable 
themselves. We hold the highest level of commitment to 
our students, their course, and the industries. We serve-
that’s what makes BICA so special. 

 
BICA philosophy is  

“DO WHAT YOU LOVE AND YOU WILL BE SUCCESSFUL” 
 
 

 

OUR MISSION 
 

 To grow in the field of designing and serve the world with innovative design with the 

blends of traditional styles. 
 Deliver quality education to the best in its class. 

 Train students with world class competencies and cutting edge proficiency. 


 To provide satisfaction to every potential unemployed youth and students by providing 
them world class training available for self-reliance. 

 
 
 
 

OUR VISION 

 
“To give the highest quality of education for a sound academic and personal grounding 

for careers in designing” 



 
 

ADVISORY BOARD  
 Eminent professional Architect, Engineers, Interior designers, Fashion Designers, Export 
houses, Financial Institutions, Computer software engineers, Corporate Houses, experts in their 
field, constitute the advisory board with keeps us updated. 
 
 
 

 

OUR FACULTIES 
 

Qualified & Experienced Architects, Engineers, Interior designers, Fashion Designers, 
Computer software engineers, other professionals form the core team of faculty to impart quality 
education and training to the students. Apart from this, working professionals from field of Interior, 
fashion houses, are regularly invited as guest faculties to expose students to real life business 
environment. Besides this, competent R & D team is constantly updating our system and training 
faculties on a regular basis as per the latest developments and industry demands. 
 
 

 

TRAINING METHODOLOGY  
Training Classes: During class room sessions professionals of related subjects providing 
practical and in depth training. 
 
Self-Studies: We have various learning materials which easily guide, support and help the students 
to become aware about the market and the current trends. 
 
Computer based Training: Since the market scenario has changed, we focus on various kinds of 
software training which essentials in every business organization are. 
 
Examination: Regular examinations are conducted at the end of every training session to evaluate 
and to improve the practical exposure of the student. 
 
Project Work: Practical projects are provided to each and every student in order to use their  
theoretical knowledge in a practical context. 
 
Certificate: After successful completion of our various training programs students are awarded 
with certificates, which gives them outstanding position and qualification to get a suitable job. 
 
Recognition: After completing course BICA also recognizes its students by awarding them with a 
certificate of their respected course. 
 
 

 

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
The future belongs to those who…  
 Believe in the beauty of their dreams! 

 Games 
 Musical Nights 

 Competitions 

 Cultural programs 

 Exhibitions 

 Seminars/ Debates` 

 Picnics 
 Industrial Visits 



 
TECHNOLOGICAL & INFRASTRUCTURAL ADVANTAGES 
 
 R&D TEAM: The Research & Development team is a body of eminent personalities from 

fashion industry, academicians, Professionals & internal members who provide directions. 

 TRAININGS: A core activity at BICA, wherein the Technical Teams & the faculties at centers 

are trained on a regular basis mainly focusing on current & emerging technologies. 

 FACULTY CERTIFICATION: All faculties training the students are certified by BICA 

after clearing the certification exams. Besides, at times up gradation tests are executed to keep 
pace with the present requirements. 

 HARDWARE: The centers have the latest hardware & most modern machines. 

 INFRASTRUCTURE: Each center is equipped with air-conditioned classroom & lab, modern 

teaching aids, library and common facilities. 

 CUSTOMER CARE: A centralized customer care unit looks into all matters relating to 

individual attention. 
 
 
 
 

CERTIFICATION  


 ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFICATION 
 

There are numerous quality assurance programs in existence, but when large 

multi-national organizations seek verification of their quality measures, including 

governments and major regulatory bodies, they turn to the INTERNATIONAL 

ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION (ISO). 
 

 REGISTERED UNDER THE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT, 1860 


 
BICA is registered under THE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT, 1860 ACT NO. 21 to provide 
education in the field of business, management, information technology, Fashion designing, Interior 

designing & textile designing etc. courses and issue diploma & certificates. Above certificates & diploma 

are valid in Government/ Semi- Government/ Private Sector. 
 

 TRADE MARK REGISTRATION UNDER TRADE MARKS ACT 1999


 
BICA is registered under TRADE MARKS ACT 1999 

 

STUDY CENTRE   
BICA is registered study centre of Swami Viveknand subharti University, Meerut, centre code. 059 

 

ONLINE EXAM CENTRE    
BICA is online exam centre of different competitive exam i.e. Sify, Aptech, TCS, Railway, Bank PO, 

NIELIT at Varanasi centre.   
 

UPSDM  
BICA conducted UPSDM project with Modelama Exports, and gave training to more than 150 students 

at Varanasi centre. 
 

GOVT. PROJECT  
BICA provided more than 200 OBC students, training of NIELIT 'O' level course, CCC students since 

2015, project of Govt. Jila backward department, Vikas bhawan. 
     

 

 



 

MAIN COURSES 
 

FASHION DESIGNING 
 

The fashion design program provides the creativity and flair of 
an art together with the technical knowledge base vital to mass 
production.  

Students are put through an intensive training, which prepares 
them to fabricate for a wide range of products from the ready to wear 
and institutional garments to the up- market trade.  

The fashion design programme equips you with the creative 
thinking along with the essential technical knowledge.  

The curriculum covers the development of garments, technical 
aspects like Art, Pattern making, Illustration, Grading, and Garment 
construction, Draping, Merchandising and Computer Aided designing.  

The Course has been designed to give an overall 
comprehensive exposure to all aspects designing and manufacturing of 
garments. The fashion design program provides  
the creativity and flair of an art together with the technical knowledge 
base vital to mass production. 

 

 
 

INTERIOR DESIGNING 
 

Interior Designing is an art of planning and arranging different elements of an interior like 
the furniture, articles, furnishing, lighting and the more  
technical aspects of flooring, partitions etc. so as to convey the 
twin aims of beauty and utility.  

Interior Design is a service profession, dealing largely 
with people and their needs. The demand for design services has 
grown rapidly. With that growth has come a wide range of 
specialties in both residential and non-residential design. Our 
graduates/diploma holders are pursuing active careers designing 
the following types of projects:-Residences, offices, restaurants, 
Hotels, spas and resort health-related facilities retail spaces 
exhibits places of worship, Schools and college campuses, 
museums, theaters, government facilities, transportation terminals 
 

Students should be design-oriented. They must have the ability to express ideas by free-
hand drawing, architectural drafting, computer-aided design (CAD), physical and electronic models 
and other graphic media. They must be able to present their ideas visually and verbally. They 
should be knowledgeable and conversant in historic and contemporary  
architectural and interior design areas. 
 
 
 

TEXTILE DESIGNING  
Textile design is a unique and exciting course that is firmly positioned in 

the area of printed, woven, knitted and stitched textile design yet not restricting to 
a traditional understanding of age old practices. Specialist design workshops with 
a multi-disciplinary approach, production and a strict vigilance towards 
minimizing the impact of fabric design and production on the environment, all 
make this specialized field a coveted career option. 



 

 

COURSE STRUCTURE 
 

Designing Courses 
 

 FASHION DESIGNING                                          Fees: Rs.40000-105000/- p.a.  
 M.Sc/ MBA- Fashion Designing (MSCFD/ MBAFD)- 2 Years 

 B.Sc- Fashion Designing (BSCFD)- 3 Years 

 Advanced Diploma in Fashion Designing (ADFD)- 2 Years 

 Diploma in Fashion Designing (DFD)- 1 Year 
 Certificate In Fashion Designing (CFD)- 6 months 

 
 


 INTERIOR DESIGNING                                        Fees: Rs.40000-105000/- p.a.  
 M.Sc- Interior Designing (MSCID)- 2 Years 

 B.Sc- Interior Designing (BSCID)- 3 Years 

 Advanced Diploma in Interior Designing (ADID)- 2 Years 

 Diploma in Interior Designing (DID)- 1 Year 
 Certificate In Interior Designing (CID)- 6 months 

 
 


 TEXTILE DESIGNING                                          Fees: Rs.40000-105000/- p.a.  
 B.Sc- Textile Designing (BSCTD)- 3 Years

 Advanced Diploma in Textile Designing (ADTD)- 2 Years

 Diploma in Textile Designing (DTD)- 1 Year

 Certificate In Textile Designing (CTD)- 6 months 



 COMPUTERIZED DESIGNING SOFTWARES 

 Computer Embroidery (Wilcom) (CCE)- 2 Months 

 Auto Text (CATe)- 2 Months

 Auto CADD (CAC)- 2 Months 

 DTP.(Corel Draw, Photoshop, Page Maker, Illustrator) 



 FORTH COMING COURSES 

 Retail management 

 Wedding planner 

 Event management 

 Accessories design 

 Jewellery design 

 NIFT/ NID Entrance 



 

 

WE ARE LOOKING FOR PARTNERS IN PROGRESS. BICA IS INTERESED IN 
YOU. BICA is looking forward to an association with committed partners to select a franchisee. 
BICA Corporate works on the basis of the following criteria:-  

 Academic qualification 

 Entrepreneurial and Managerial skills · 

 Commitment to full time involvement in running the Centre. 
 Sound financial backing. 

 Commitment to promotion of new trends in design. 

 An urge to be a celebrity 
 
SHARE OUR COMMITMENT 

 A Great business opportunity besides the Name and Fame of BICA. 

 Pre-launch guidance till inauguration of the center. 

 Low Investment and a very low risk business 

 Research and Development work. 

 Assistance in recruitment of faculty members. 

 Latest & most updated courseware material. 

 Training in administration, marketing and teaching methodology. 

 Orientation of the Franchisees from time to time. 

 Corporate publicity, Marketing Support. 

 Assistance in students activities including academics and co-curricular. 

 Examination material and diploma Certificates. 

 Visit of Guest faculty. 

 Audio-visual aids. 

 Latest computer software for computer aided teaching and learning. 

 Sharing the cost for joint activities. 

 Media support for all the students' activities. 
 
 
 
 

BASIC REQUIREMENTS 

 CENTRE LOCATION: 




 The Centre should preferably locate on the main road in a well known area or near a 
popular landmark (school/College/Commercial complex etc.) where convenient public 
transport is easily available. 


 The centre should have at least 1000-2500 sqft of covered area and essentials like water, 

power back up, wash rooms, provision for phone lines, etc. 



 CENTRE SUGGESTED INFRASTRUCTURE: 


Front Office  
Front Office area should be air conditioned with proper desk and ample seating arrangements. 
Notice/enquiry board should display the publicity of company. Magazines, newspapers and 
company literature should be made available. 

 
Lab & Class room  

Total 1 Ac lab with 5-6 PC’s with latest configuration of PC’s. Sitting arrangement (Chairs), 
white board with color marker and duster, One theory room with sitting capacity of 15 students 
and one designing room with 5-8 sewing machine, 4’X 8’ table for garment construction & 
other accessories. 




 INTERIORS With Respective Specification with Sizes (Approx.) &  

    Initial MANPOWER Requirements 
 

       
 

Departments Width Length     
 

 

Centre Manager 1 
 

 

Lab 10’ 15’   
 

 

Counselor/ Coordinator 1 
 

 

Counselor Room 10’ 10’   
 

 

Marketing Executives 1 
 

 

Administration 10’ 10’   
 

 

Computer Faculties 1 
 

 

Accounts 8’ 8’   
 

 

Designing Faculties 2 
 

 

Centre Manager 10’ 10’   
 

 

Office Boy 1 
 

 

2-Theory Room 15’ 15’   
 

    
 

 
 
 
 

OUR SUPPORTS 

 PRINT MEDIA & PRESS RELEASES 




BICA takes the entire responsibilities of brand building in national & local newspaper. Regular 
press releases are inserted covering letter development of BICA activities & Network. 



 EVENTS/ SEMINARS /WORKSHOPS 




Participation in the form of sponsorship of educational & career fairs, Seminars & workshops 
are held regularly which include guest lecture also. 



 PUBLICITY 




BICA’s corporate office providence of assistance for activities like career fairs, provide designs 
& layouts for entire local publicity like banners, posters, hand bills etc. 



 EXAMINATION & CERTIFICATION 




Regular practical/ Viva are to be conducted with each exam after every step, for which 
supervision & guidance is provided by BICA. On successful completion of course of 
examination, certificate & marksheet in issued. 



 HUMAN RESOURCE SUPPORT 




BICA HR department helps in recruitment of trained professional staff through heating as meet 
as decentralized schemes. It also provides regular training at only to the technical staff hit also 
to counsels & marketing personnel. 



 PLACEMENT 




BICA placement cell controls & regulates the entire placement through caramelized support i.e. 
corporate, regional & local. Constant interaction with corporate houses ensures timely 
placement of students. Job Fairs are conducted in a regular basis at various locations. 



 SUPPORT SYSTEM 




BICA back office support controls all reporting, admission, material handing etc., a periodic 
basis. Dedicated executives take care of all the basic needs & also forewarn the centres 
regarding any lapses on their part. This ensures smooth functioning. 



 COURSE MATERIAL 




BICA provides course material for all its courses on an individual basis. The course are 
modified & updated as for charges & requirements of the industry. Entire kit & books materials 
of BICA are copyright protected. Reproduction of the same in any matter would be lead to legal 
action. 



 VISITING & MEETINGS 




Regular visits by marketing & support personnel helps in guiding & motivating the franchises 
centres, Periodic meeting of franchisee request with director/Executives of BICA helping in 
devising new strategies and addressing to problems. It also gives a platform for sharing their 
experiences. 





 

STEPS TO OWNING A BICA FRANCHISE: 
 
STEP 1: FIRST CONTACT 
Write in, e-mail, call or fax to Concern Person of BICA. 
 
STEP 2: FIRST INTERVIEW 
If you are short-listed, our office will contact you to arrange an interview with you. 
 
STEP 3: PRELIMINARY INTRODUCTION  
Upon completion of the interview session, we will introduce you to BICA franchise system and 
give you an overview of the business along with our agreement that would have to be signed up. 
 
STEP 4: FRANCHISE AGREEMENT  
Detailed terms and conditions about the BICA franchise agreement will be discussed & 
signed along with the franchise fee deposit. 
 
STEP 5: INITIAL FRANCHISE TRAINING PROGRAMME  
You will undergo an initial franchise-training programme at BICA Head office under the 
supervision of the operations head. The attachment will help you to fully understand the business. 
You can also familiarize yourself with the operations required for you to eventually manage your 
BICA Center. 
 
STEP 6: NEW MEMBER INDUCTED AS BICA FRANCHISE  
Congratulations! We welcome you as a new member in our team. You are now well on you’re way 
to starting a successful business 
 
 

 

STEPS FROM STARTING TO RUNNING CONDITION 

 Before Centre start- 


 Amount received Cheque/ D.D of Franchisee fees. 

 Mutual Agreement on paper. 
 Interior designing Support for centre. 


 Recruitment of staff (Peon, Marketing executive, counselor, trainer, placement 

coordinator, centre manager) 
 Faculty training at head office only & staff training at centre. 

 Certification & Appointment to faculty. 

 Authorization Certificates for the academics, Laminates provided by us. 

 Finalize the opening ceremony & guests, seminar 
 Handover Franchisee opening kit 

 At The Time of Start the centre 


 Memento to Chief Guest by H.O. 

 Memento & Authorization certificate to Centre Director by H.O. 
 After opening the centre 



 Get proper information regarding enquiry, admission from franchisee. 

 Marketing advertisement activity as per activity chart. 


 Student’s course kit will be provided after showing all the documents related to 
individual admission & clearance the share of H.O. 


 Stock availability every time franchisee should have stocks related to operational & 

promotional materials. 
 Guidance on each & every aspect of the business time to time. 



 

BICA’S WINNING ADVANTAGE 
 
MINIMUM INVESTMENT  

With a small investment which show below, entrepreneur can reap in huge profits provided 
his objective & business plans are clear. Investment depending upon the class of the city you've 
chosen to open the Centre as per the detail given below (including Franchisee fees):  

CITY 
INVESTMENT* 

FRANCHISEE 
 

CATEGORY^ AMOUNT# 
 

 
 

A (Tier 1) Rs. 10-15 Lakh Rs.8.0 Lakh 
 

B (Tier 2) Rs. 8- 10 Lakh Rs.5.0 Lakh 
 

C (Tier 3) Rs. 5- 8 Lakh Rs.3.0 Lakh 
 

D (Tier 4) Rs. 3- 5 Lakh Rs.1.5 Lakh 
 

 

CONSTANT REVENUE  
Due to its very nature computer & designing training is constantly providing a business 

opportunity, with a steady of revenue from skill up-gradation. 
 
PRESTIGIOUS  

Designing Training is a very respective business. You are contributing to society by up 
grading the skills of humans & changing their life styles. 

 
TIME SAVING  

Becoming a franchise, you do not have to spend long time in building your credibility; you 
are able to generate instant business by utilizing the brand name of BICA. 

 
CONSTANT GROWTH  

The Growth in designing field & computerized training is extraordinary and even better 
than any other business, where you get back your investment within a short span of one year. 

 
 

 

We will HOLD YOUR HAND EVERY STEP of the way  
We will do everything to ensure that your centre gets the right start. From creating the design 

to hardware, from manpower to selection to software, from comprehensive training to marketing, 
we will assist you in every area to make your venture a grand success. 

 

 
^ City Category           Details 

A (Tier-1)        Metro Cities (Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkotta, Chennai Etc.) 
B (Tier-2)        State Capitals/ Head Quarters (Kanpur, Lucknow, Jaipur, Patna Ahmedabad, Surat Etc.) 
C (Tier-3)        District Head Quarter (Agra, Jabalpur, Allahabad, Gorakhpur, Etc.)  

         D (Tier-4)                  Small Cities (Ballia, Jaunpur, Mirzpur, Muzzafferpur Etc.) 
 

* All Investment as per standard expectation  
# Not refundable in any circumstances 

 



 
 

 

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US AT 
Head Office/ Corporate office for all your queries and further clarifications. 
  
CEO 
Mr. Pankaj Tekriwal: 09415269612 

 

New Delhi Office: 8840893245 

 

Mumbai Office: 
Mr. Sachin Kumar: 09987919292 
Email: info@bicarts.org 

Web: www.bicarts.org 

www.tekriwaledu.com 

www.triumphschool.com 

 

Gujarat Coordinator: Nisha Lalwani & Virender Singh Batth  Ph. 8980999911, 9913525555 

 

North India Co-ordinator: Dr. Avinas Ranjan Ph. 9910809343 

 

South India Co-ordinator: Mr. Atish Ph.9967014440 

 

All India Co-ordinator: Ms. Angela Singh  Ph.7905610708 

 

 

 

Welcome to BICA! Welcome to Success. 
BICA Family 



 

PLACEMENT RECORDS OF OUR STUDENTS 

 
* Smita Singh-Interior Designer, Working in Desarch Pentacle Pvt.  Ltd., Mumbai 

* Neha Singh- Fashion Designer, Working in Indian Designs Exports Pvt. Ltd, Bangalore  

* Amrita Pradhan- Fashion Designer, Working in Jalan’s Ltd., Varanasi 

* Ashish Vishwakarma- Fashion Designer, Working in Jaipur 

* Poonam Keshri- Fashion Designer, Working in Maduri Studio,Varanasi 

* Anand Tripathi- Fashion Designer, Working in ATDC, Indore 
* Shweta Upadhyay- Fashion Designer, Working in Roopshree, Varanasi 

* Dhiraj Kumar- Fashion Designer, working in an export house, Delhi 

* Gulfishan Aktar- Fashion designer, Self boutique, Varanasi 

* Zeba Rehman- Fashion designer, Self boutique, Varanasi 

* Iftekar Ali- Fashion Designer, Self Employed, Varanasi 

* Akansha Rai- Fashion Designer, working in a Export house, Varanasi 

* Neelam Ojha- Fashion Designer, Working in SND, Varanasi 

* Mujibur Rahman- Fashion Designer, Self Employed, Varanasi 

* Sandeep Singh - Designer, Working in Tanishq, Varanasi 

* Jyoti Mishra - Interior Designer, Working in Citi Square Design Interiors Pvt. Ltd, Hydrabad 

* Pradeep Kumar Verma- Interior Designer, Creative Interiors, Varanasi 
* Shivani Verma- Interior Designer, Creative Interiors, Varanasi 

* Laxmi Kant Varma- Interior Designer, AURA Interiors, Varanasi 

* Shweta Khanna- Interior Designer, Self consultancy, New delhi 

* Laxmi Shankar Singh- Interior Designer, working in Varanasi with Famous Architect 

* Shailesh Kumar- Interior Designer, Self Consultancy, Varanasi 

* Payal Verma- Interior Designer, Classy Interior, Varanasi 

* Divya Agarwal- Interior Designer, Classy Interior, Varanasi 

* Hemlata Verma- Interior Designer, Arc Dhiraj Kapoor, Varanasi 

* Ramesh Kundnani- Interior Designer, Self Consultant, Varanasi 

* Vandana Gupta- Interior designer, Kumar & Associates, Varanasi 

* Aditi Deora-Interior Designer, Kumar & Associates, Varanasi 
* Manish Singh- Interior designer, Connecting dream associates, Varanasi 

* Anjum Ara Ishrat- Interior Designer, Glass Creation, Varanasi 

* Tripti Rani- Interior Designer, working in Kapoor and associates, Varanasi 

* Pooja Kapoor- Interior Designer, working in Kapoor and associates, Varanasi 

* Shiksha Awasthi- Interior Designer, working in Dhiraj Kapoor and associates, Varanasi 

* Rumee- Interior Designer, working in The design Origin, Varanasi 

* Vishwajeet- CAD designer, Working in Delhi 

* Shailendra Singhal- CAD designer, Working in Shrishti, Varanasi 

* Ranjit Kumar Singh- CAD designer, AutoCAD, Working in Dubai 

* Kavi Singh- CAD designer, Working as Jr. Engineer Q.S./Billing NH-2 at Isolux Corsán, Bhopal 

* Md Imaran - Interior Designer, working in Interior designing firm, R V Associates, Varanasi 

* Abdul Quadir - Interior Designer, working in Architect firm, Arch.in, Varanasi 
* Rahul Chaursiya - Interior Designer, working in Architect firm, Vinayak Platina, Varanasi 

* Anuj Agrawal - Interior Designer, working in Architect firm, 5elements design studio, Varanasi 

* Priyanka Singh - Fashion Designer, working in Japan 

* Kshamta Pandey - Interior Designer, working in Architect firm, New delhi 

* Manish Pandey - Interior Designer, working in Architect firm, Varanasi 

* Jyoti Thakur - Fashion Designer, working in firm, Varanasi 

* Priyanshi Gupta - Interior Designer, working in Architect firm, PCF Plaza,Varanasi 

* Aditya Sharma - Designer at Dsd'zine, New Delhi 

* Dev Maurya - Designer at PRS Group, Chandauli 

* Arpita Chaurasia - Fashion Designer, Faculty In MGKVP, Fine art, Varanasi 

* Divakar Pandey - Fashion Designer, Works at Art & Design, Varanasi 
* Rumana - Fashion Designer, Works at Rumana Creation, Varanasi 

* Sneha Sharma - Interior Designer, Works at Cube Interior, Varanasi 

* Fahad Osama - Fashion Designer, Works at Hamna sarees, Varanasi 

* Salman Danish - Fashion Designer, Works at Fashion Design Council of Surat 

* Sonali Mishra- Interior Designer, working in Architect firm, Varanasi 

* Ankita Verma - Fashion Designer, Working in modelling profession, Varanasi 

* Rachita Bhargava-Interior Designer, Working in The design Origin,Varanasi 

* Pragati Seth- Interior Designer, Working in JMD Facilities, New delhi  

* Ipshita Dutta- Fashion Designer, Working in Tommy Hilfiger Ltd, Kolkotta. 

And many more.... 



 

 

 

 

 

 

CENTRE APPLICATION FORM 
 

If you are interested in our proposal, Please fill this form and send to us scan copy:-   

 

1. Name of the Company:- __________________________________________ 

 

2. Name of the Proprietor: _________________________________________  

 

3. Permanent Address: ____________________________________________  

 

________________________________________________________________  

 

4. Tel Off: _______________________________________________________  

 

5. Mob: _________________________________________________________  

 

6. Email: ________________________________________________________  

 

7. Academic Qualification: _________________________________________  

 

8. Existing Business: ______________________________________________  

 

9. City & location to set up a centre  

    A. City _______________________ ______________ 

    B. State ______________________ ______________ 

    C. Locality ____________________ ______________ 

 

10. You already have office space ____________________________________ 
 If yes, please specify area [sq ft.] 
 

11. Experience in the education field _________________________________  

 

12. How Many college/ Intermediate college nearby your area  

             (Specify Name if possible)  _________________________________________  

 

 

 

 

 

Name & Sign of applicant 


